Abstract. The ability of multilayer networks with increasing complexity, multidimensional and nonlinear mappings from large collections of examples can be good for image recognition tasks. In this case, Conventional neural networks(CNN) is compatible for image recognition task as it contains multiple layers of small neuron collection. In this paper, we accomplish Mongolian character recognition by using algorithm of Convolutional neural network. The input of network is normalized with the images of Mongolian Cyrillic character. Using back-propagation method efficient for programs with their own databases. LeNet-5 neural network regulate weight value and threshold value of the convolutional neural network and enable the program to achieve the minimum error. Finally, this article analyzes the training and testing error rate with research data.
Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to show that it is possible to create CNN algorithm for Mongolian handwriting. Convolutional neural networks have three main purposes to ensure of some degree of shift, scale and distortion invariance like local receptive fields, shared weights and temporal sub-sampling. Convolutional neural network always has more layer as like LeNet-5 is a specific convolutional neural network which has 7 layers not counting input layers. Each layer contains trainable parameter such as weight. Input is 32x32 pixel image. LeNet-5 is suitable for as it recognizes characters one by one.
In this paper, The Mongolian Cyrillic alphabet is the writing system used for the standard dialect of the Mongolian language in the modern state of Mongolia. It has a largely phonemic orthography, meaning that there is a fair degree of consistency in the representation of individual sounds. But in the Inner Mongolia, they still use the Traditional Mongolian script. Only the Outer Mongolia use the Mongolian Cyrillic alphabet. The database described in here was constructed from the own created database. The own created database containing binary images of handwritten characters. This database contains 24 character which each one is duplicated more than 300. The original black and white images size is set to fit in 32x32 pixel. So that background corresponds to a value of -0.1 and the foreground corresponds to 1.175. The mean input is roughly 0, with a variance of roughly 1, which accelerates learning. Database used by three versions as following:
Firstly, the version the images were centered in 28x28 image by computing the center of mass of the pixels. And it translates the image so as to position this point at the center of the 28x28 field. In some situation, this field was extended 32x32 with background pixels. That database version will be referred to the regular database.
Secondly, the character images were cropped to 20x20 pixels, so that it computes the second moment of inertia of the pixel which counting a foreground pixel as 1 and background pixel 0. Also, the shear images shift horizontally, so that the principles axis is vertical. That version database will be referred to as the slanted database.
Thirdly, the Database's version is used some early experiments, the images were reduced to 16x16 pixel. In the following, picture 1 shows an example of randomly picked test set. 
Network model
In LeNet-5, all the layers are divided into three groups as Convolutional and are labeled as C x , Sub-Sampling layer are labeled S x , Fully Connected layer are labeled F x Where x is layer's index.
The Function of Convolutional layer. The layer is characterized by a convolution kernel maps which can convolute, and through an activation function, we can get the output feature map. Each output value map may be a combination of a plurality of input maps of convolution
M j maps indicating the selection of the set of input. We have a choice of a pair or three. But here we will discuss how to automatically select the desired combination of feature maps. Each output map will give an additional bias B, but for a specific convolution map, inputs are not the same. If the output feature map j and output feature map k from the input map i are the summation of convolution, the convolution kernel corresponding is not the same.
The Function of Sub-Sampling layer. For sub-sampling layer, there are n input and output maps, but each output map is smaller.
So that the output image in two dimensions are reduced n times. Each output corresponds to a map of their own bias β and a multiplicative additive bias b. 
Experiments and Result Analysis
Trial and error result. As Following table 1 showing trial error rate by every single Cyrillic character. The error rate on the training set reaches around 8.1% after 300 passes. Result is clear that a larger training epoch set could improve the performance of LeNet-5. The following table 3 shows 100 tested "Ө" Mongolian Cyrillic character. 98 answer is correct, but 2 answer is incorrect. Reason is that "Ө" Cyrillic character and "В" Cyrillic character's stroke so similar. And these two character's stroke style different from another characters, that is why correct answer has a rating high. 
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Conclusion
In Conclusion, we accomplish Mongolian character recognition by using convolutional neural network. We mainly apply the algorithm of Convolutional neural network to recognize Mongolian character one by one. We can conclude that LeNet-5 architecture has suitable structure for image recognition task. Experiment results show that we have achieved good results by evaluating trial error rate and testing error compered by every single character, as well as analyzing every character recognizing result.
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